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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRMAN

Three years ago, I became the first publisher to chair 
SODRAC, a collecting society that had been presided 
over by authors since its founding in 1985.

During these three years, SODRAC has met many 
challenges related to the transformation of the industry, 
the advent of social networks, the impact of new 
exceptions to the right of reproduction introduced in the 
Copyright Act of 2012, the transition of online music 
services, and consumer behaviours in relation to cultural 
products, particularly Quebec’s francophone products.

The music market has changed and, even 
though the changes don’t come as quickly 
in Canada as elsewhere, it is only a matter 
of time before they are well established 
here. All these changes have an effect on 
the incomes of the authors, composers 
and publishers that we represent, as well 
as on SODRAC in its role as a collecting 
society.

In an industry that has shifted from a “possession” 
market to an “access” market, and is now dominated 
by global online music services and rights-based music 
organizations with an international scope,  that are 
privatized and are acquired by large investment funds, 
it is vital to equip ourselves with the necessary tools 
to ensure the dissemination of our works and the 
management of our rights. Our governments are aware 
of the impacts of these transformations and are looking 
for long-term solutions.

The Board of Directors has worked to maintain 
SODRAC’s relevance in this new environment, assessing 
all opportunities and considering various strategies 
to maintain revenues and uphold the service to our 
members.

The possibility of combining our operations with 
those of SOCAN is one such strategy; to ensure the 
sustainability of our rights, we the creators, publishers 
and administrators should all mitigate our differences 
and unite our voices.

Important matters have been handled, defended and 
developed by SODRAC in the name of the interests of 
all. I am thinking, among other things, of the application 
of certain exceptions to reproduction rights that were 
introduced in the Copyright Act of 2012, as well as the 
arbitration with the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation 
concerning our musical rights in the audiovisual sector.

I would like to thank all my colleagues who have served 
on the Board these past three years for their dedication 
and support - both to me and to all of the authors, 
composers and publishers we represent in the fields of 
music and arts. And I would also like to salute all the 
members who have been candidates for the new Board 
of Directors election, as their gesture demonstrates a 
noble interest in the cause of copyright.

Jehan V. Valiquet
Chairman of the Board
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The music market has changed and, 
even though the changes don’t come as 
quickly in Canada as elsewhere, it is only 
a matter of time before they are well 
established here. All these changes have 
an effect on the incomes of the authors, 
composers and publishers that we repre-
sent, as well as on SODRAC in its role as a 
collecting society.
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MESSAGE FROM THE GENERAL MANAGER

We don’t enjoy cultural products the same way we used 
to: new digital intermediaries are consolidating their 
position as global players and incomes are concentrated 
to fewer and fewer creators. The music industry has 
shifted from a possession market (CD, downloading) 
to an access market (streaming), as evidenced by The 
Media Technology Monitor’s 2016 Technology Adoption 
Report which reveals that 29% of Canadian adult 
Internet users now use a streaming music service1.

Meanwhile, the Quebec Statistical Institute revealed that 
in 2016, sales of audio recordings in albums equivalent 
(6.6 million in physical sales and downloads) fell by 
23% compared to 20152, an irrevocable transition that 
has already impacted the industry, as the bankruptcies 
of Canadian HMV stores and Quebec distributor DEP in 
early 2017 demonstrate.

Streaming music services like Spotify and Apple Music 
have gained momentum to the detriment of physical and 
download sales, and this transformation directly affects 
the incomes of authors and their publishers, especially 
in regards to reproduction rights.

During the year, our governments acknowledged the 
demands of consumers and creators who find themselves 
in a new ecosystem where applying rules are outdated, 
and studies have been launched to redefine these rules.

Administrative Changes

At the special member’s meeting of June 15, 2016, four 
proposals for changes to the By-laws were submitted to 
the Voting Members:

- Addition of a seat to the Board of Directors, for an 
Author of artistic works;
- Change in the duration of the membership contract, 
from three to two years;
- Addition of the making available right for artistic works;
- Introduction of By-law no 2 concerning restrictions on 
member contributions.

Another significant change concerns communications : 
we have hired a new Communications Manager to 
improve our recruitment and intelligence practices, 
ensure our web presence and maximize our reach across 
all platforms. This hiring has already allowed us to avoid 
many costs related to the use of external resources. The 
upcoming unveiling of our new website will mark this 
new chapter.

Whatever the medium, the process or the 
tribune, our actions always have the same 
goal : to defend and maintain the rights of 
creators in general and of our members in 
particular, and to develop opportunities 
for outreach and remuneration for them.

More specifically, what we are defending in our memories 
is collective management, which we consider to be the 
most beneficial and equitable management mode.

Alain Lauzon
General Manager
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1- Media Technology Adoption Report, the Media Technology Monitor, Fall 2016
2- Claude Fortier, Les ventes d’enregistrements sonores au Québec en 2016, in Optique culture, no. 53, April 2017, 
    Observatoire de la culture et des communications du Québec

Whatever the medium, the process or the 
tribune, our actions always have the same 
goal : to defend and maintain the rights of 
creators in general and of our members in 
particular, and to develop opportunities 
for outreach and remuneration for them.
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SODRAC

The Board of Directors, June 2014 - 
June 2017

n Jehan V. Valiquet, Chair - Publisher, elected
n Diane Juster, Vice-Chair - Composer, 
    SPACQ representative
n Nicole Beausoleil, Vice-Chair - Editor, elected
n Frédéric Wéber, Treasurer - Composer, elected
n Lise Aubut, Secretary - Author, elected
n François Cousineau, Administrator - Author, elected
n Gérard Davoust, Administrator - Publisher,
                SACEM representative
n Jean-François Denis, Administrator - Editor, elected
n Laurent Guardo, Administrator - Composer, elected
n Toby Gendron, Administrator - Editor, elected
n Daniel Lavoie, Administrator - Author, elected

SODRAC by department

n Alain Lauzon, General Manager
n Martin Lavallée, Director, Licensing and Legal Affairs
n Joël Martin, Director, IT and Operations
n Sophie Givernaud, Manager, Licensing
n Gilles Lessard, Manager, Visual Arts and Crafts
n Chantal Beaudoin, Manager, Member Services
n Lise Carle, Manager, Royalty Collection and Distribution
n Isabelle Boudreault, Accounting
n Éric Trudel, Manager, Communications

Grâce à ses compétences uniques en 
Amérique du Nord en matière de gestion 
collective des droits de reproduction, la 
SODRAC, à titre de société de gestion 
collective canadienne, vise à rendre 
accessible à tous ses clients actuels et 
potentiels son répertoire d’œuvres et à 
en faciliter l’usage à travers toutes les 
plateformes de diffusion dans le but de 
rétribuer équitablement le travail de ses 
membres auteurs, compositeurs, éditeurs et 
créateurs en arts visuels.

The Society for Reproduction Rights of Authors, 
Composers and Publishers in Canada (SODRAC) was 
co-founded in 1985 by the Société professionnelle des 
auteurs et des compositeurs du Québec (SPACQ), the 
Société pour l’administration du droit de reproduction 
mécanique (SDRM Canada), a subsidiary of the Société 
des Auteurs, Compositeurs et Éditeurs de musique 
(SACEM), and the Performing Rights Organization of 
Canada Ltd. (PROCAN). In 2003, SODRAC modified its 
legal structure and became a member-owned non-profit 
organization.

To that end, SODRAC exercises management society 
powers as set out in the Copyright Act (R.S.C. (1985), 
c. C-42, s. 70 and following). In this regard, SODRAC 
enters into specific or general licences with users. If it 
cannot reach an agreement with certain categories of 
users, SODRAC submits proposed tariffs to the Copyright 
Board of Canada with a view to obtaining approval of the 
royalties payable by these users, as well as determining 
the terms and conditions that must be complied with 
when using works in its repertoire. 

To support the achievement of its goals, SODRAC 
created CMRRA/SODRAC Inc. (CSI), a joint venture 
with the Toronto based Canadian Musical Reproduction 
Rights Agency. CSI grants licences to commercial radio 
stations, satellite radio services, pay audio services and 
online music services under which they are authorized 
to reproduce musical works in its repertoire.

SODRAC’s Board of Directors, 2014 - 2017
© SODRAC

Thanks to its unique skills in collective 
management of reproduction rights 
in North America, SODRAC, as a 
Canadian collective management 
company, aims to make its repertoire 
of works available to all its current and 
potential clients, and to facilitate its 
use across all broadcasting platforms 
in order to equitably reward the work 
of its members, authors, composers, 
publishers and creators in visual arts and 
crafts.
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MUSIC LICENSING

u On February 15, an agreement with TVA Films 
relating to the distribution of physical audiovisual works 
incorporating music;

u On March 8, an agreement with Musicor relating to the 
distribution of physical audiovisual works incorporating 
music;

u On May 20, an agreement with the Canadian 
Association of Film Distributors & Exporters;  the parties 
have requested the Board to approve this agreement 
covering the period 2009 to 2016 in lieu of a hearing;

u On May 31, an agreement with YouTube regarding 
reproductions of our repertoire on this platform;

u On June 7, a framework contract with the Ministère 
de l’Education et de l’Enseignement supérieur on 
reproduction in the context of educational services in 
schools;

u On June 20, an agreement with Harris & Wolff for the 
use of certain works for synchronization;

u On August 28, an agreement with Corus Entertainment 
relating to broadcast-incidental copies of musical works;

u On September 6, a renewal of the iCloud agreement 
and a new agreement for the use of our repertoire on 
Apple Music;

u On September 19, an agreement with the Deezer 
online music service;

u On October 5, an agreement with the SoundCloud 
online music service;

u On October 19, an agreement with Bell Media relating 
to broadcast-incidental copies of musical works; 

u On November 23, an agreement with the Tidal online 
music service;

u Agreements with the following distributors, all 
relating to the distribution of physical audiovisual works 
incorporating music:

• Axia Films Inc.
• CoopSpira
• Coppélia Olivi Music
• FunFilm Inc.
• K Films Amérique Inc.

u Agreements covering background music in various 
businesses, with the following suppliers:

• Ami Entertainment Inc.
• Dans un jardin Canada
• Direction Media inc.
• Musicwork Ltd
• Productions BE Media Inc.
• TouchTunes Music Corporation

These licensees are in addition to the 23 background 
music licensees active on December 31, 2016.

Through its tariffs, arbitration and negotiated agreements, SODRAC collects 
royalties on behalf of its members and redistributes them to the rights holders it 
represents. It thus authorizes any reproduction of the works of its members on any 
type of audio, audiovisual, visual or digital media. In doing so, SODRAC promotes 
the common interests of members and in particular promotes and enhances 
copyright in Canada.

New agreements (digital and physical)

In 2016, SODRAC concluded the following agreements for the reproduction of musical works forming 
part of its repertoire:
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MUSIC LICENSING - CONTINUED

u Online music services: we are still awaiting the 
Board’s decision following the hearing of the proposed 
tariff for the years 2011 to 2013 (filed by CMRRA-
SODRAC Inc. - CSI) in November 2013. This decision 
will establish for the first time a value for the webcasting 
service as to the right of reproduction of the works of 
authors and composers. A tariff proposal has been filed 
on March 31, 2016 for 2017 (filed by CMRRA-SODRAC 
Inc. - CSI).

u Online movies services (SODRAC Tariff No. 7 on 
musical works incorporated into audiovisual works for 
transmission by a service): we filed a tariff for 2016 
renewing the one filed in 2015. A schedule needs to be 
approved before proceeding to the Board.

u Commercial television stations (SODRAC Tariff 
No. 8 for musical works incorporated into audiovisual 
works for broadcast by a commercial television station): 
we filed a tariff for 2016 renewing the one filed in 2015. 
This tariff will only proceed once the CBC arbitration will 
be decided since both are based on the same economic 
model.

SRC/CBC - SODRAC Arbitration 2008-
2012; 2012-2018

On November 4, 2012 the Board arbitrated in favour 
of SODRAC in a dispute with the Société Radio-Canada 
/ Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (SRC/CBC) as to 
the value of the reproduction rights in broadcasting.

Following a series of judicial appeals, on November 25, 
2015 the Supreme Court of Canada ordered the Board 
to review part of its 2012 decision for the period 2008-
2012 to determine the value of the incidental copies 
respecting the principles of “technological neutrality” 
and “balancing” the interests of users and rights holders. 
SODRAC therefore prepared in 2016 for this important 
hearing.

As the 2008-2012 period expired, SODRAC applied for 
an interim decision for the period 2012-2017, which it 
obtained on June 27, 2016. The hearing for this period 
will take place at the same time as that of the re-
examination, in September 2017.

Approval of tariffs

In 2016, SODRAC participated in the following 
tariff and file procedures at the Board or is 
awaiting decisions on the rates set out below:

u Commercial radio: Decision of the Board on April 
21, 2016 for the period 2012-2013.

The Board partially accepted the views of the Canadian 
Association of Broadcasters and decided that three 
types of reproductions made by radio stations qualify as 
an exception to the Copyright Act and should be subject 
to no royalty: music evaluation copies, streaming 
copies and backup copies. These exceptions resulted 
in a general reduction of approximately 22 per cent in 
reproduction rates (equivalent to a reduction in royalties 
assessed by the Board to $ 5.6 million) for the work and 
the master tape.

The Board also decided that stations that are capable 
of demonstrating compliance with the Copyright Act in 
respect to “ephemeral” reproductions should benefit 
from an additional station-specific rebate, for the 
exception for this type of reproduction. The reduction 
could apply to three types of copies: embedding copies, 
voice pre-recording copies and live performance copies.

All parties representing the rights holders to the 
hearing, including SODRAC, appealed this decision to 
the Federal Court of Appeal of Canada, but a settlement 
was reached on December 12, 2016. We are awaiting 
the final signature of this agreement which will cover 
the years 2012 and following.

u Non-commercial radio: on March 31, proposed rate 
for the year 2017 (filed by CMRRA-SODRAC Inc. - CSI). 
(SODRAC continues to collect regularly from community 
radio stations under Tariff 3.b).

u Film distributor (Tariff No. 5 for musical works 
incorporated into cinematographic works for private 
or indoor use): a tariff proposal was filed on 31 March 
2016 for the year 2017-2019.

u Music videos (SODRAC Tariff No. 6): we are still 
awaiting the decision of the Board for the years 2010 
to 2013 following the hearing held in November 2013, 
along with the the audition for the online music tariff. A 
tariff proposal was filed on 31 March 2016 for the year 
2017.
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MUSIC LICENSING - CONTINUED

Physical and digital markets

In 2016, 66% of our collections in this market segment 
came from physical sales, while 27% came from 
downloads and 7% from on-demand or streaming 
services. The physical market has been steadily 
declining, falling by more than 75% over the past 
decade, while the digital market is slowly advancing 
with on-demand listening, which is just beginning in 
Canada but represents the only positive trend.

Synchronization service

SODRAC continues to offer, on a non-exclusive basis 
and with the explicit approval of its members, a 
synchronization service for its repertoire.

u In 2016, SODRAC issued synchronization licences to 
independent producers for over 1,500 works in addition 
to licensing all SRC/CBC and TVA internal productions;

u SODRAC has also entered into general synchronization 
agreements with Attraction Images Productions, 
Connection Productions, Datsit Studio Quinze, La Voix 
Télévision Inc. and Production GFP for variety shows 
where our members have voluntarily agreed to a fixed 
fee for synchronization.

New licensing system to avoid pending 
lists

The process of claiming unpaid mechanical reproduction 
(CD) and audiovisual (DVD) royalties arising from the 
Canadian class settlement agreement with the four 
major record companies, Sony Music Canada Inc., EMI 
Group Canada Inc., Universal Music Canada Inc. and 
Warner Music of Canada, ended in 2013.

SODRAC continues to issue the required licences for 
audio recordings placed on the market after 2012 by 
these majors in physical format, but now does it via a 
new electronic process. SODRAC systematically claims, 
on behalf of all its members and the companies it 
represents, unpaid royalties for the reproduction of their 
musical works as it did during the various claim periods 
in the settlement of the appeal collective. The royalties 
collected are then allocated normally during our current 
quarterly distributions.

The post-2012 product claims site is accessible via 
the CSI Music website (www.cmrrasodrac.ca), under  
“Pending list class action settlement”, where more 
information about this licensing system is also available.
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VISUAL ARTS AND CRAFTS

A more flexible membership for creators 
of artistic works

Since June 2016, members of SODRAC benefit from 
more flexible terms of membership that allow them, 
if they wish, to exercise their copyright themselves 
and directly conclude their contracts in certain specific 
situations.

SODRAC continues to provide its members with exclusive 
copyright management services when their works are 
exhibited, reproduced or communicated to the public via 
the Internet or otherwise. We have, however, identified 
four situations in which they now have the freedom to 
manage the exploitation of their works themselves, all 
while benefiting from SODRAC’S expertise1:

• our members can make any personal use of their 
works without the intervention of SODRAC, for 
example by publishing them on their own website 
or exploiting them in the form of derivative products 
of which they control production;

• it is also possible for them to negotiate their own 
rights for certain exhibitions of their works for 
purposes other than sale or rental in exhibition 
locations determined by SODRAC because of their 
nature and operating budget, primarily artist-run 
centres;

• creators who carry out works of public art or 
works integrated into architecture may also grant 
certain rights of use to their owners in the context 
of contracts for the realization of these works or 
models of these works;

• If they intend to be represented by a commercial 
gallery for the sale of their works, our members 
may grant rights to use their works for promotional 
purposes as part of their representation contracts.

SODRAC supports its members in all these situations 
by ensuring, among other things, that contracts are 
respectful of their rights and that a “reserve clause” is 
included to make clear that any use of their works other 
than those expressly intended must be authorized in 
prior by SODRAC on their behalf.

Moreover, the duration of the membership contract to 
SODRAC is now two years, and renewable automatically, 
at no cost as always.

2016 in overview

SODRAC’s collections from its Canadian clientele 
increased in 2016, reaching $ 425,654. The sums 
collected following the issuance of individual licences 
to exhibit, reproduce and communicate to the public 
the works of our members represent more than 82% 
of this total, while the balance is derived from domestic 
collective reprographic royalties.

SODRAC has been able to increase collections from 
a variety of users (exhibition centers, museums, 
publishers, television and movie producers, etc.), 
pursuing the same objective through general agreements 
with, for example, Télé-Québec for the incorporation 
of works from its repertoire into clips on the Fabrique 
culturelle web platform, or L’Entrepôt numérique 
d’œuvres artistiques contemporaines (ENOAC) for its 
public communication of works on the Web and in the 
school environment.

Maintaining and increasing these royalties remains our 
constant challenge in a context where the diminution 
in reprographic royalties we had anticipated has 
materialized and where the digital universe offers new 
opportunities but tends to reduce the value of the rights 
to use the works.

The support and trust of our members 
help make our services a success. By 
entrusting us with the management of 
their copyrights, our members add to the 
SODRAC repertoire of works, and this 
repertoire becomes our greatest asset 
to provide them with a the remuneration 
which they are legitimately entitled to 
expect in return for the use of their works.

SODRAC is a not-for-profit organization that belongs to 
its members and relies on the royalties it collects for its 
development and the financing of its services. Therefore, 
the value of the different rights to use the works is also 
a key element of our success and SODRAC constantly 
strives for optimal retribution for its members.

1- Item 8 of By-law no 2 concerning restrictions on member contributions in the SODRAC By-Laws

The support and trust of our members 
help make our services a success. By 
entrusting us with the management of 
their copyrights, our members add to the 
SODRAC repertoire of works, and this 
repertoire becomes our greatest asset to 
provide them with the remuneration they 
are legitimately entitled to expect in return 
for the use of their works.
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VISUAL ARTS AND CRAFTS - CONTINUED

measure the impact on the art market, but the creators’ 
organizations, including SODRAC, have unanimously 
voiced the need to adopt it to provide creators with a 
new source of revenue, which is simply a just measure 
of sharing the wealth engendered by their works.

In the fall of 2016, the adoption of a resale right was 
raised by the House of Commons’ Standing Committee 
on Finance in the context of consultations in preparation 
for the upcoming federal budget. The information 
we receive from the community points its possible 
adoption in Canada. Since the Copyright Act is due for 
parliamentary review in 2017, SODRAC is continuing its 
efforts to bring it into law.

Our objective is to ensure the collective management 
of the resale right and to ensure that all our members 
benefit from the royalties for the resale of their works 
in Canada, but also wherever this right exists, through 
the network of sister organizations with which SODRAC 
has entered into reciprocal representation agreements.

Advocacy

Defending creators’ rights is a daily challenge at 
SODRAC. This is especially true since new exceptions 
were introduced to the Copyright Act in 2012, widening 
the scope of permissible uses without authorization 
or monetary compensation, while making the 
understanding of the exclusive rights of creators more 
complex.

SODRAC’s day-to-day management of copyrights and 
interventions, when works are used without permission, 
call upon both the strength of an organization with 
thousands of members and a thorough knowledge of 
the law.

Among our many interventions in 2016, SODRAC filed a 
claim with the courts, which again recognized its pricing 
expertise and the appropriateness of royalties claimed 
for uses of works of art. Our services and expertise 
are thus more than ever indispensable assets for 
creators and rights holders who want to receive a fair 
compensation when their works are used.

For the adoption of a resale right

The resale right consists of a small percentage of the 
resale price of a work that art market professionals pay 
to artists or their heirs at each resale be it in auction or 
in a gallery.

The resale right idea is not new; it exists since 1920 
in France, where it was created. According to the 
International Confederation of Societies of Authors 
and Composers (CISAC), more than 80 countries have 
adopted it to date, including all those in the European 
Union.

Moreover, the resale right is recognized as a fundamental 
right by the Berne Convention, which lays down the 
basis for the international protection of works in the 
field of copyright. Indeed, Article 14ter provides that a 
creator of artistic works (or his heirs) has an inalienable 
right to benefit from the resale operations of his works 
after a first sale.

However, the adoption of the resale right is not yet 
mandatory for the signatories to the Berne Convention, 
of which Canada is a member. Moreover, it is granted 
only on the condition of reciprocity, that is to say 
that the resale right must have been adopted in the 
country where the work was resold and in the country 
of residence of the artist.

Canada has not yet adopted this right: during the 
revision process of the Copyright Act in 2012, some have 
opposed its adoption, others have called for studies to 
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OVERVIEW OF INTERVENTIONS

Active participation in the “Droit d’auteur à l’ère 
numérique” Forum, orchestrated by Québec’s Ministère 
de la culture et des communications, which led to the 
publication of a voluminous report last February.

Martin Lavallée of SODRAC discussing the role of the Copyright 
Board of Canada before the Standing Senate Committee on Banking, 
Trade and Commerce, November 2, 2016 in Ottawa
© SODRAC

SODRAC’s mandate goes beyond the collective management of the rights of its 
members. The company multiplies the interventions with the public authorities 
in order to defend the rights of all the creators and to ensure the perenniality of 
the cultural industry. Here are some of the major issues in which SODRAC became 
involved during the year 2016.

Representations before the Standing Senate Committee on 
Banking, Trade and Commerce on the role and practices of 
the Copyright Board.

The revival of the review of the regulatory framework for 
“French-language vocal music applicable to the French-
language commercial radio sector” to study French-
language radio quotas. (CRTC 2015-318)

Representations regarding the resale right and reform 
of the Copyright Law which is scheduled for 2017, for 
créatores in visual arts and crafts.

Participation in the meetings and the publication of a paper 
in contribution to the consultation of Canadian Heritage 
entitled “Canadian content in a digital world”.

Presentation of a report to Québec’s Ministère de 
l’Économie, de la Science et de l’Innovation to contribute 
to the development of the Provincial government’s 
Stratégie numérique.

http://The revival of the review of the regulatory framework for “French-language vocal music applicable to
http://The revival of the review of the regulatory framework for “French-language vocal music applicable to
http://The revival of the review of the regulatory framework for “French-language vocal music applicable to
http://The revival of the review of the regulatory framework for “French-language vocal music applicable to
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OPERATIONS AND ROYALTY DISTRIBUTION

YouTube

SODRAC signed a new agreement with YouTube at 
the end of May 2016. We quickly adapted to be able 
to receive millions of metadata lines sent monthly by 
YouTube and match them to the works in our catalog. 
SODRAC became operational with YouTube from 
December 2016 and we were able to allocate these 
rights to our members in the following distribution, in 
March 2017.

SODRAC’s Member area

At the end of 2015, a project to create a Member Area 
was launched in order to allow our members to manage 
different aspects of their online account and to give 
them access to payment information concerning them. 
Since the launch of the Member Area in July 2016, 
hundreds of our members have activated their profile 
and regularly access and download all the information 
and documents related to the royalties we pay them.

This development allows us to improve our operational 
efficiency by eliminating the handling and use of paper, 
as well as all the manual steps surrounding the process 
of royalty apportionment and payment. Other phases 
are already planned, which will add new functionalities 
to the Member Area during 2017.

Synchronization

We continued to develop software and optimize the 
interface to efficiently manage negotiations and issuing 
of synchronization licences for audiovisual products 
(film, television, advertising, etc.).

Royalty distribution

SODRAC distributes royalties to its members and 
sister societies four times a year: March 15, June 15, 
September 15 and December 15. Since the majority of 
licences are granted through individual demands, our 
distributions are mainly based on the actual use of the 
works.

In music, commission rates are 10% for perceptions 
based on actual use of works, 15% for general 
agreements and 5% for international perceptions. For 
digital, the commission was reduced to 8% in December.

In visual arts and crafts, the rates are 20% for 
perceptions based on the actual use of works and 5% 
for international perceptions.

Royalties distributed in 2016

SODRAC distributed $ 7,863,328 to its members and 
sister societies (compared to $ 9,295,664 in 2015):

• $ 3,108,744, or 39.5% of the total, was allocated 
to music authors and composers (compared to 
$ 3,751,329 in 2015).

• $ 169,317, or 2.2% of the total, was allocated to 
members in visual arts and crafts (compared with 
$ 153,340 in 2015).

• $ 2,908,971, or 37% of the total, was allocated to 
music publishing members (compared to 3,758,500 
in 2015).

• $ 1,676,296, or 21.3% of the total, was allocated 
to our sister societies: $ 1,475,606 in music and $ 
200,689 in visual arts and crafts (compared with 
$ 1,632,495 in 2015, $ 1,459,445 in music and 
$ 173,050 in visual arts and crafts).

Over the course of 2016, we improved the 
management processes for online music 
services by upgrading our system’s task 
automation, matchmaking capacity and 
payment processing. We also introduced 
protocols to deal with the first royalty 
distributions for on-demand music 
services, the amount and granularity 
of which require new approaches. The 
structures developed over the years have 
enabled us to adequately manage this 
massive arrival of metadata.
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FINANCIAL REPORT

For the first time in more than 15 years, the total 
annual collections of SODRAC were less than $ 10 
million CAD. Three factors contributed to this 
state of affairs:

• Continuity of the general decline in sales of physical 
products;

• Drop in the market for downloading by the entry 
into the market in July 2014 of music streaming 
services;

• Arbitration of the audiovisual rights of our general 
agreements representing reproduction rights 
and synchronization rights against the public 
broadcaster, the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation 
before the Copyright Board following the judgment 
of the Supreme Court from Canada.

Music

National collections for music in 2016 were $ 7,110,108, 
compared to $ 11,468,999 in 2015.

With $ 1,806,785 collected in 2016, compared to 
$ 2,155,451 the previous year, phonographic, physical 
rights collections decreased by 16% during the year, 
following a fall of 15% the previous year. The decrease 
in phonograms sales in the francophone market 
is continuing and is catching up with the decrease 
elsewhere in the Canadian market.

We collected $ 921,466 for the reproduction of works 
in the digital environment during 2016 compared to 
$ 1,276,440 in 2015. These royalties were collected 
primarily for downloading. However, for the first year we 
began collecting royalties on streaming music services, 
amounting to $ 180,536.

General agreements

During 2016, we received $ 2,953,480 under our 
general agreements the Ministère de l’Éducation 
et de l’Enseignement supérieur, and radio and TV  
broadcasters. This represents a 50% decrease from 
2015, when these royalties amounted to $ 5,905,503.

The radio sector includes the following categories: 
commercial, non-commercial, satellite, corporate and 
digital. By 2015, commercial radio had experienced 
the largest fluctuation thanks to the collection of 

retroactive amounts. The year 2016 is therefore more 
representative of a normal year of collection. Television 
rights have decreased due to our arbitration and 
uncollected amounts from the Canadian Broadcasting 
Corporation.

Private copying

Private copying in Canada applies only to audio. Its 
royalties are collected by an independent entity called 
the Canadian Private Copying Collective (CPCC); 
SODRAC is one of the nine management societies that 
compose this organization. We anticipate that private 
copying, which now applies only to blank CD media, will 
soon be extinguished in Canada, as the new copyright 
law that came into force in 2012 did not extend to digital 
media.

Collections for private audio copying totalled $ 181,974 
in 2016, which is a dramatic decrease from the $ 
938,446 received in 2015. The erosion of private 
copying continues in Canada, and can only be stopped 
by a modification to the Copyright Act.

1st TV and video integration

In 2016, collections for 1st integration (synchronization) 
of works for television productions and music videos were 
reduced by 15%, with a total of $ 986,892 compared to 
an exceptional year in 2015 of $ 1,163,194.

Visual arts and crafts

In 2016, we collected a total of $ 425,654 in Canada 
for the uses of visual arts and crafts products. This is 
a slight increase from $ 416,063 in the prior year. This 
variation is due to higher collections for case-by-case 
licensing.

International

Royalties paid by our sister societies total $ 1,523,822 
in 2016, a decrease of 13% compared to $ 1,749,767 
received the previous year. In music, our perceptions 
reached $ 1,448,513, compared with $ 1,720,100 in 
2015, and in visual arts and crafts, we collected $ 75,309 
compared to $ 29,667 the previous year.
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ROYALTIES COLLECTED

 MUSIC         - 2014 -     - 2015 -     - 2016 -

 Phonograms          2 525 716      2 155 451       1 806 785

 Radios              878 168      2 651 669       1 764 535

 General agreements - Television        3 169 060      3 253 834       1 188 945

 Video                58 025           29 965          202 046

 Private copying             917 270         938 446          181 974

 1st integration             797 136      1 163 194       1 044 356

 Downloads             943 608      1 266 072          737 580

 On demand / Streaming               0         0          180 536

 Digital                13 208           10 368              3 351

 Reproduction             528 971          416 063          425 654

TOTAL COLLECTIONS - NATIONAL     9 831 162  11 885 062    7 535 762

 SUB-TOTAL VISUAL ARTS & CRAFTS        528 971        416 063        425 654

 SUB-TOTAL MUSIC       9 302 191   11 468 999     7 110 108

COLLECTIONS - INTERNATIONAL - $CAD 

 MUSIC         - 2014 -     - 2015 -     - 2016 -

 Phonograms              840 587           725 779          483 049

 Radio / Television              720 857           540 005          555 806

 Video               318 669           163 508          179 745

 Private copying              301 283           245 562          180 788

 Downloads                49 936             45 246            49 125

 Private copying                  9 133             20 102            22 916

 Reproduction                33 057               9 565            52 393

TOTAL COLLECTIONS - INTERNATIONAL     2 273 521     1 749 767    1 523 822

 SUB-TOTAL VISUAL ARTS & CRAFTS           42 190           29 667          75 309

 SUB-TOTAL MUSIC        2 231 331      1 720 100     1 448 513

TOTAL COLLECTIONS ($ CAD)  12 104 683 13 634 829  9 059 584

COLLECTIONS - NATIONAL - $CAD

 VISUAL ARTS & CRAFTS      - 2014 -     - 2015 -     - 2016 -                                                                                                                                       

 VISUAL ARTS & CRAFTS   - 2014 -   - 2015 -   - 2016 -
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INTERNATIONAL COLLECTIONS AND DISTRIBUTIONS

   MUSIC     - 2014 -    - 2015 -    - 2016 -     - 2014 -     - 2015 -    - 2016 -

SACEM  1 644 262 1 104 510    927 628  1 205 424    759 309    957 606
GEMA     160 389    284 668    131 538     249 928    187 115    166 288
MCPS       30 266      39 034      87 302            s/o            s/o            s/o 
SUISA       51 550      41 757      46 378       26 224      44 376      15 956
AEPI       25 556              0      44 658         4 406        2 781           988
STEMRA       63 085      49 824      32 477     148 152      85 891      52 130
SABAM       72 502      45 514      30 514       71 024      50 219      32 171
SIAE       37 583      46 654      22 265     194 607    130 075      78 035
HFA INC         4 125      11 280      18 096            s/o            s/o            s/o 
JASRAC       11 011        3 254      17 731            s/o            s/o            s/o 
AMCOS       15 996      13 203      15 809            s/o            s/o            s/o 
OSA       19 215      13 026      13 230            430           217        1 259
SPA               0      21 768      12 733         5 422        3 047        1 578
SOZA         9 657        8 221        9 665            480           480              0
NCB       30 301      16 636        7 344     204 677      96 589      79 276
AUME         4 079        3 528        6 852       14 290      17 185        6 726
SGAE       41 881        4 071        6 545       59 862      39 484      61 021
ACUM         1 510        1 885        6 406         2 123        1 222           947
STIM         1 220        1 457        4 206            s/o            s/o            s/o
ARTIJUS         2 801        5 553        2 749            949           751           886
ZAIKS         2 300        2 153        1 853            858        1 315        1 040
SACM         1 132        1 390        1 472         6 482        5 006        7 787
SADAIC            s/o            s/o            s/o          4 849        3 398        3 937
SAYCO            s/o            s/o            s/o          1 089        2 509        2 650
SBACEM            s/o            s/o            s/o          6 621        1 713        1 060
FILSCAP            s/o            s/o            s/o          1 001        5 090           802
SICAM            s/o            s/o            s/o                0      10 708           225
UCMR-ADA           s/o            s/o            s/o          4 088        1 564              0          
HDS            s/o            s/o            s/o          2 756           877              0
BSDA            s/o            s/o            s/o                0           886        1 231
SBAT            s/o            s/o            s/o          5 792              0              0
Others            906           714        1 063         8 466        7 621        2 007

SUB-TOTAL 2 231 331 1 720 100 1 448 513  2 230 000 1 459 445 1 475 606

  VISUAL  ARTS    - 2014 -     - 2015 -    - 2016 -     - 2014 -     - 2015 -    - 2016 -

ADAGP       15 052           103      22 587       48 331      43 624      51 748
COPYDAN            202           227      17 900            638           196           591
BILD-KUNST        1 579        1 729      11 788       31 459      20 491      23 310
ARS         6 128        5 701      10 607       32 454      32 387      25 487
BONO         1 102        1 025        4 613            786           189           258
VISCOPY         3 288        4 756        3 957            391      21 858           614
DACS            472           616        2 017       22 463        3 124        2 664
SABAM         7 681      13 372              0            710           745        1 172
PICTORIGHT        5 808        2 138              0         2 633           986        1 223
PICASSO ADM.           s/o            s/o            s/o        22 695      11 845      33 727
CMAQ            s/o            s/o            s/o          8 974      14 706      26 899
VEGAP            s/o            s/o            s/o        12 206        6 052      18 380
VAGA            s/o            s/o            s/o        13 515      11 132        9 052
SAIF            s/o            s/o            s/o          1 074        1 043        2 196
Others            878       0        1 840       15 332        4 672        3 370

SUB-TOTAL     42 190     29 667      75 309     213 663     173 050    200 689

TOTAL 2 273 521 1 749 767 1 523 822  2 443 663 1 632 495 1 676 296

  INTERNATIONAL TO SODRAC    SODRAC TO INTERNATIONAL
  COLLECTIONS $CAD     DISTRIBUTIONS $CAD
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